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In paper [ 1 ] A. M. Fink proved some inequalities about various classes of 
monotone functions. In this paper we shall make some remarks about these 
results. 
For example, the following result is given: 
Let f be absolutely monotonic on (0, co), i.e., fCk’(t) > 0, t E (0, co) 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and f is continuous on [0, co). If ai, pi (i = l,..., r) are integers 
such that a1 > .a. > a,, /?, > ... a/3,, and a >/J, i.e., 
but 
then 
f’““(t) . . . f’“r’(t) >pyf) . . . pyt) (t > 0). (1) 
The special case of this result is the following known result (see [2, 
p. 1671): 
f(i)(x)/f(i+ l)(x) aft;+ l)(x)/f(i+2)(x) i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (2) 
if 
p’(t) > 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3) 
Note that in this case we can easily obtain (1) from (2). Indeed, (2) 
implies that the sequence 
a, = log f”-“(X) 
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i = 1, 2,... (4) 
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is convex. Using the well-known Majorization theorem for convex functions 
(see, for example, [3, pp. 163-1641) we can obtain similar results for convex 
sequences too. Now, using this result and (4) we get (1). Similarly, using the 
Fuchs generalization of the Majorization theorem (see [4, 51) we can obtain 
the following result: 
Let p i ,..., p, be real numbers and let ai 2 . . . > a, and /3, > . . . >/I, be 
integers such that a >,/I, i.e., 
Then for every convex sequence a = (a,, a2 ,...) we have 
(f-9 
Using (6) and (4) we get the following generalization of (1): 
f W@)Pl . . . f W(t)Pr > f (m(t)Pl . . . f ytp (t > 0). (7) 
Analogously, using some other results for convex sequences (see, for 
example, [6, p. 421; 7; 8; 9; lo]) and for convex functions we can get a 
series of similar results. For example, using the well-known Nanson 
inequality (see [3, p. 205; 91) we have 
(f yt)f (k+2yt) ... f (kt2n)(f))ll(ntl) 
> (f ck+ I) (t)f (k+yt) . . . f (k+2n--lyt)y 
for k = 0, I,... . 
Remark. In the case of completely monotone functions with 
(-l)“f’“‘(t) > 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we have that 
a, = log((-1)‘- ‘f (i- l’(x)), i = 1, 2, 3,... (8) 
is a convex sequence; for N-alternating monotone functions (see [ 11) in the 
case when (-l)“f (k)(t) > 0 for k = 0, l,..., N + 1, 
a, = log((i - I)! (-l)‘-‘f @l)(x)), i= 1 )...) N + 1 (9) 
is a convex sequence; and finally in the case of N-monotone functions (see 
[I]) with f’@(t) > 0 on [0, T], k=O, I,..., IV+ 1, 
ai = log((i - l)! f ci-1)(x)), i = l,..., N + 1 (10) 
is also a convex sequence. It is obvious that using (8-10) and (6) we can 
easily obtain generalizations of results from [ 11, and other similar results. 
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2 
Let f: (a, b) + R be an (n + 1)-convex function and let lim,,,fy’(c) = 
fy’(a+) exist and be finite, then fCk’(a+) exists (i = 0, l,..., n) and the 
following form of the Taylor formula is valid (see [6, pp. 383-3841): 
pya+) = -$,’ (t -x)” c&-:“)(x) (11) 
a 
where f?‘(t) is right continuous and nondecreasing on (a, b). 
Using (1 l), similar to the proof of Theorem 2 from [ 11, we can obtain the 
following result: 
Let ai, pi be integers such that 0 < a, & a+. < ai < n, 0 </I, < ..a </I, < n 
and a >/I. Then for every (n + 1)-convex function f on (a, b) we have 
F-(X) a. - F@,)(x) > K(a, p, n) F’“l’(x) - - a F@r’(x) 
where 
(12) 
Now, let f: (a, b) + R be a real function such that (-I)“+ ‘f(t) is an 
(n + I)-convex function. Then the following form of Taylor’s formula is also 
valid: 
F(t) sf(t) - f (-l)k @ ill)” f’k’(b-) 
k=O 
(x - t)” Gyyx), 
where (-l)““f?‘(t) is left continuous and nondecreasing on (a, b). 
Using this result we can also prove the following result: 
Letai,pibeintegerssuchthatO~a,g...~a,<n,O~p,~...~P,<n 
and a >/I. If (-1)“” f( x is an (n + 1)-convex function on (a, b) then ) 
(-l)*‘p”(x) . . . (-l)~~j+‘(X) 
> K(a,p, n)(-1)41F;(41)(X) **a (-l)4rfi4r’(X)~ 
where K is given by (12). 
Note that we can make a remark similar to Remark 1 for the above 
results. 
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